
 

How to Survive Isolation with Your Family in the Era of the Corona Virus Outbreak 

As the world descends into a chaotic hypnosis over the Corona Virus Outbreak, our family stays 

extraordinarily prepared. First and foremost, if this crisis were real, would you trust this 

government to lead the charge in making good decisions to overcome the problems? I wouldn’t.  

With this perceived “new” crisis, which isn’t “new” and which isn’t abnormally uncommon, we 

should first summarize all of what we know about the corona virus. Second, we should decide on 

what kinds of supplies we should stock up on if the government were to impose martial law, which 

it looks like they are ready to do. We would certainly need to be careful not to take our 

responsibilities for granted, for they may save our lives, if we were to properly follow through with 

them.  

If we were to collect a lot of “if we had known” scenarios with a lot of “we should have done that” 

scenarios, our regrets and ability to stay focused in survival mode would deteriorate, to say the 

least.  So, we would need to shop rationally and plan for the unknown for a number of unknown 

days in recluse. For example, we’d need to figure out how we would pay the bills, keep the lights 

on, and find additional supplies without having jobs, if things were to come to that. Lastly, we 

would need to figure out how to share information in the harshest of conditions, should we be 

further isolated than expected, for it is information of that knowledge that would do well to save 

our hides in the end.  

So, first of all, I’ve already researched corona viruses and have found that there are many of them, 

but this one may have been genetically modified by Chinese engineers. Nevertheless, we need to 

learn how the immune system works and how this virus is creating havoc. The very fact that the 

scientific facts regarding viruses in general, and this one in particular, are being hidden, tell those 

of us who try to think critically that the premise of this whole game is a farce.  

No one is talking about the value of vitamin A, C, and D, not to mention green tea. No one is 

mentioning the fact that the French have already possibly found a cure that is already available 

across the world: “New controlled clinical study conducted by doctors in France shows that 

Hydroxychloroquine cures 100% of coronavirus patients within 6 days.” “…there are now at least 

30 existing and experimental drugs that show promising results in treating COVID-19 patients. 

These drugs are being used in hospitals in the United States… .” No one points out the fact that 

Hungary has an urgent “pandemic” every single year—and people die then too, sometimes more 

people. As though this were a “Hunger Games” society our society and us small people are being 

destroyed left and right by bankers and oligarchs. This is an Orwellian undertaking. 

My family and I love each other very much, so working with them is easy and staying home 

together will be Ok. Of course, we would need to decide on whether we should stock up on foods 

and supplies, whether I should maintain my studies and how I can do that. What can we do during 

these scare mongering changes? The most important thing for us to do would be to maintain 

perspective, stay calm, and to share the reality of reality and the reality of the forced perceived 

mindset government-supported controllers, which are different.   



For further information, listen to David Icke, Thomas Sowell on the problems with Intellectuals and 

Experts, Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai, an MIT scientist with 4 PHD degrees and a researcher on the human 

immune system, Professor Jihad Bishara, a leading Israeli virologist and infectious disease expert, 

and study the United Nations Agenda 21 and 2030.  


